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Abstract—This paper describes an implementation for 
group profiling assisting language learning in social net-
working sites and particularly in Facebook. In this study, we 
have developed an educational application in Facebook for 
grammar learning, while the whole procedure is assisted by 
group profiling. We applied K-means clustering algorithm 
to determine the groups of students with the same learning 
styles and abilities, creating a more sophisticated and dy-
namic model. The algorithm takes as input, to initialize the 
process, two important students’ characteristics – age and 
knowledge. Our study exploits the fact that educational sys-
tems have a large number of users and we use a machine 
learning reasoning mechanism that is based on recognized 
similarities between them. Future plans include evaluating 
our Facebook application in order to examine the degree of 
usefulness of the group profiling for language learning. 

Index Terms—Facebook, Group profiling, Social network-
ing services, User clustering. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Currently, social networks are being adopted rapidly by 

millions of users worldwide, most of whom are students 
[5]. Social network tools support educational activities by 
making feasible the interaction, collaboration, active par-
ticipation, information and resource sharing, and critical 
thinking between users [1]. Using social networks, such as 
Facebook, in educational and instructional contexts can be 
considered as a potentially powerful idea simply because 
students spend anyway a lot of their spare time on these 
online networking activities [6].  

On the other hand, globalization is a phenomenon re-
sponsible for joining different cultures from all over the 
world, and therefore learning foreign languages has been 
accentuated by the emerging needs of modern life. Ac-
cording to the Greek National Statistical Service, there 
were 46465 Filipinos in Greece as of 2006 [15]. This 
number corresponds to the 9% of the total authorized im-
migrants in Greece [4]. There are also estimations that 
there are many more Filipinos immigrants in Greece, 
namely more than 50000 Filipinos [14].  For this reason, 
the existence of educational applications, which are ori-
ented to the learning of the Greek language from Filipinos 
and vice versa, is quite significant. 

Group interaction has significant educational implica-
tions in collaborative learning that support the learners’ 
personal relationships and social interaction with their 
classmates. Therefore, the support of collaboration in lan-
guage learning promotes the learning process. When adap-
tive personalized e-learning systems could accelerate the 

learning process by revealing the strengths and weakness-
es of each student in a collaborative environment, they 
could dynamically plan lessons and personalize the com-
munication and didactic strategy. Machine learning tech-
niques can be used for acquiring models of individual 
users interacting with educational systems and group them 
into communities or stereotypes with common interests, 
so that the student reap the benefits of collaboration. 
Group profiling concerns the construction and application 
of correlated data sets, based on searching large databases. 
The correlations and patterns that emerge can highlight 
specific characteristics of an already existing group or 
they can form the construction of the 
group/cluster/category itself. 

Many researchers investigated the use of SNSs such as 
Facebook in the context of learning, specifically language 
learning such as in [8], [3], [7], [2], [13] and [9]. For ex-
ample, in [9], the author has found out that simple activi-
ties in Facebook have helped the less language-proficient 
students to become more actively involved in the language 
learning process. In all the aforementioned scientific liter-
ature, it can be assumed that SNSs possibly played a cru-
cial role in the field of language learning because it pro-
vides a good interactive environment for learning. 

However, after a thorough investigation in the related 
scientific literature, we came up with the result that there 
is not any application in social networks and specifically 
in Facebook that incorporates group profiling for language 
learning. Hence, we implemented a prototype application, 
which creates clusters of students so that the educational 
procedure is ameliorated. 

In view of the above, we have developed an educational 
application in Facebook for learning the grammatical phe-
nomenon of conditionals. The users are modeled so that 
they can receive advice from the system. The procedure of 
personalized profiling is further improved by the incorpo-
ration of machine learning techniques for clustering, 
namely for group profiling. The prototype application 
combines an attractive multimedia interface in Facebook 
and adaptivity to individual student needs in the social 
network. The communication between the application and 
its potential users as students is accomplished through the 
use of web services. 

II. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE 
 

Group profiling is the construction of a descriptive pro-
file for a provided group. In this section, we motivate this 
task, define the problem and explain how it is used in our 
application. Group profiles are computed using the rec-
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orded consumptions of the group and used as a reference 
for comparing the different profile aggregation strategies. 

A. Aggregation-based Group Profiling (AGP) 
Since group profiling aims to find features that are 

shared by the whole group, a natural and straightforward 
approach is to find attributes that are most likely to occur 
within the group. This aggregation-based group profiling 
(AGP) essentially solves the problem below [10]: 

                                 (1) 
In our application, individual attributes in the group can 

be simply aggregated and the top-k most frequent features 
can be picked. This aggregation-based profiling is used in 
our system in the form of modeling groups in order to 
ameliorate the educational process by collaboration. 

B. K-means clustering algorithm 
The K-mean clustering algorithm is an iterative proce-

dure, which is used in our application to promote group 
profiling (Fig. 2). In general, the algorithm assigns first an 
arbitrary initial cluster vector. The second step classifies 
each vector to the closest cluster. In the third step the new 
cluster mean vectors are calculated based on all the vec-
tors in this cluster. The second and third steps are repeated 
until the "change" between the iteration is either quite 
small or zeroed. The "change" can be defined in several 
different ways, either by measuring the distances the mean 
cluster vector have changed from one iteration to another 
or by the percentage of vectors that have changed between 
iterations. The objective of the k-means algorithm is to 
minimize the within cluster variability. The objective 
function (which is to be minimized) is the sums of squares 
distances (errors) between each vector and its assigned 
cluster center.  

                      (2) 
where C(x) is the mean of the cluster that vector x is as-

signed to. 
Minimizing the SSdistances is equivalent to minimizing 

the Mean Squared Error (MSE). The MSE is a measure of 
the within cluster variability [12]: 

               (3) 
where N is the number of vectors, c indicates the num-

ber of clusters, and b is the number of spectral bands. 
K-means is very sensitive to initial starting values. For 

two classifications with different initial values and result-
ing different classification one could choose the classifica-
tion with the smallest MSE (since this is the objective 
function to be minimized). However, for two different 
initial values the differences in respects to the MSE are 
often very small while the classifications are very different 
[12]. Visually it is often not clear that the classification 
with the smaller MSE is truly the better classification. 
From a statistical viewpoint, the clusters obtained by k-
mean can be interpreted as the Maximum Likelihood Es-

timates (MLE) for the cluster means if we assume that 
each cluster comes from a spherical Normal distribution 
with different means but identical variance (and zero co-
variance).  

The aim of clustering analysis is to group data in such a 
way that similar objects are in one cluster and objects of 
different clusters are dissimilar. The k-Means algorithm 
basically consists of the three aforementioned steps [12]: 

 
1. an initial set of 'k' (where 'k' is the number of clus-

ters) so-called centroids, i.e. virtual points in the data 
space is randomly created, 

2. every point of the data set is assigned to its nearest 
centroid and 

3. the position of the centroid is updated by the means 
of the data points assigned to that cluster. In other 
words, the centroid is moved toward the center of its 
assigned points. 

 

This is done until no centroid was shifted in one itera-
tion resulting in 'k' subsets/cluster. 

The assignment of points to centroids results in a parti-
tioning of the data space. It results in virtual borders be-
tween each two centroids, where the distance is equal on 
each side of the border to these centroids. This kind of 
partitioning is also known as a Voronoi tesselation. 

In this small animation a grid of points is created with 
each vector as one point and 'k' randomly created cen-
troids then the k-Means runs until convergence. After 
convergence the centroids are again randomly initialized 
and the k-Means runs again and so on. Since every possi-
ble point of the input space is assigned to one centroid the 
result is a Voronoi tesselation of the input space. 

For the incorporation of the algorithm into the resulting 
application (Fig. 1) we may observe the following basic 
steps [12]: 

For the initialization of the application the k-means al-
gorithm receives as input, pre-stored data or data from 
empirical studies. It uses two fundamental characteristics 
which tend to influence the educational procedure, name-
ly, the age of students along with their level of knowledge 
in the English language. These characteristics have been 
found quite significant in past language learning applica-
tions [11].  

Machine learning techniques are used as a next step in 
order to describe efficiently the cognitive processes that 
underlie the student’s actions along with the student’s 
behavioral patterns and preferences.  

 
Figure 1.  General architecture 
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Based on the aforementioned characteristics, clusters of 
the already existing students are creating. These clusters 
contain valuable information about their members, con-
sidering their behavior, their preferences and generally 
their interaction with the application. 

Fig. 2 illustrates how the means m1, m2, m3 and m4 
move into the centers of the clusters.  

Finally, when a new user is added to the application, by 
registration, the student’s initial characteristics (age, level 
of knowledge) are processed by the machine learning 
mechanisms to classify the student in an existing student 
cluster. In this way, it can offer personalized advice and 
error proneness, concerning the language learning, along 
with adaptation to students’ needs. 

I. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF OUR APPLICATION 
Fig. 3 illustrates an indicative snapshot of the prototype 

educational application, where a student is asked to study 
the curriculum being taught. The domain model is com-
posed of lessons about the use of conditionals. Filipino 
students who want to learn the conditional structures in 
Greek take the Greek lessons and the same way converse-
ly. The structure includes the theory and examples for 
each conditional. 

I. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have described our implementation for 

group profiling assisting language learning in social net-
works, such as Facebook. Our application combines at-
tractiveness and user-friendliness along with a framework 
that addresses the problem of clustering students in order 
to provide sophisticated and dynamic models. Clustering 
is conducted by the k-means algorithm, which takes as 
input, to initialize the process, two important students’ 
characteristics. Our approach to student modeling exploits 
the fact that educational systems have a large number of 
users and we use a machine learning reasoning mecha-
nism that is based on recognized similarities between 
them.  

It is in our future plans to evaluate our Facebook appli-
cation in order to examine the degree of usefulness of the 
group profiling for language learning. Moreover, we are 
planning to further evaluate the system in terms of its use-
fulness of the language learning support along with the 
efficiency of k-means clustering in the group profiling 
process. 
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